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Letter from the Editor

By Jane B.
September marks the end of summer
when our farmers are ending their
harvest of this year's crop. The theme of
this, our fourth issue of the Team Sarah
Conservative Voice (TSCV), is Fall's
Harvest: Reaping What We Sow. This theme is so very pertinent
in these troubled times as we see the results of last year's
presidential election and how important it has become for we
Americans to take a greater interest and participation in our
government. Americans are reaping the result of years of
disinterest and lack of oversight in government activities.
However, we are sowing the seeds of patriotism and activism
today as we realize what our inaction has cost us.
This issue contains a Special Report showing Team Sarah
members actively involved in Tea Parties as well as columns
about members becoming personally involved in and reacting to
today's tumultuous times. Members of the Team Sarah
governance team contributed an article about coordinating the
very successful Roses for Sarah project, roses delivered to
Governor Palin on the day she stepped down from office. Another
article describes two of the Alaska Governor's Picnics, some of
the last functions that Governor Palin attended as head of Alaska.
Also in this issue, TSCV has a new column called Polar
Ponderings, written from the perspective of living in the beautiful
state of Alaska, which I'm sure you all will enjoy. And we have a
new cartoonist whose political drawing depicts our theme Fall's
Harvest: Reaping What We Sow quite cleverly.
I would like to thank all the writers, editors, and designers who
contributed many hours to this issue. We all hope that you find
our newsletter thought provoking, and perhaps you will be
inspired to join the ranks of Team Sarah activists when you see
what other members, who are just like you, are doing and
achieving.
Jane B., Co-Editor-In-Chief
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EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT!
Walking the Walk, Into the Future
Story and Photos By Tracey (Mendenhall) Porreca
When she stepped onto the national stage, it
was evident to everyone that Sarah Palin was
someone, or something, different. Whether you
agreed with her views or not, you were certain
that this was someone who was going to be in
the national spotlight for quite some time. And
so it began. Since Sarah's candidacy for Vice
President of the United States was announced,
those on the right and left have tried to put
their finger on what makes this woman tick.
Inauguration July 26, 2009
Unfortunately for our nation, Sarah as our vice
president was not to be. Immediately after her
nomination, the vicious attacks began. History
was slanted, wrongful accusations concerning
past actions as mayor surfaced, and the left's
attacks left us without a leader who, I believe,
could have put this country in a far better
position than it is today.

Fairbanks Picnic July 26,2009
Those of us in Alaska who were more
familiar with her as our governor knew what
she was capable of, and I know I was excited
to see how the country would respond to
her. Something in my head clicked and it just
made sense to have her run as the republican
VP candidate. After initially dreading the
election and its outcome, I could finally
breathe a sigh of relief knowing that the
country would be alright with Sarah helping
at the helm.

After the election, we in Alaska were sad she
was not VP but happy to have her back as our
governor. However, more vicious rumors and

Wasilla Picnic July 24, 2009

EXTRA! continued...
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continued

more evil bloggers emerged. Complaints were
dismissed, rumors were dispelled, and bloggers
were countered, and yet our governor was not
able to do the job she had been elected to do.
On July 3, 2009, it became clear: Sarah was
moving on to the next phase of her life and
taking us along with her on a wonderful ride.
Wasilla Picnic July 24, 2009

to her in recent months. It was exciting to see
Sarah launch a salvo across their collective
media bow. She also had sage advice for those
of us in Alaska: It was a warning that nothing
comes free, and with programs and
entitlements come attachments. Looking back

Inauguration July 26, 2009

At the July 26, 2009 inauguration of our new
governor, Sarah, her family, and Governor
Parnell stood before the world. There were
thousands there, all ready to hear what Sarah
had to say. In her speech, Sarah let us know
Wasilla Picnic July 24, 2009

on her words and seeing the current political
climate, I believe she has an insight that we all
would do well to heed

Inauguration July 26, 2009

she was not going quietly into the night. I
can't begin to tell you the reaction from the
crowd when Sarah gave her sage advice to the
media. This was definitely a pro-Sarah crowd.
We all knew how unkind the media had been

Sarah was quiet for a while after that day but
has recently become more vocal. I, for one, am
happy to hear her views on different matters.
Sarah's values and moral fortitude will not
allow her to go quietly into the night. Sarah
loves her state, her country, her God, and her
family. It was quite evident to those of us who
know Sarah that she was not saying goodbye.
Sarah Palin was letting us know she was taking
us into the next phase of her life, as well as
into Alaska's and our nation's future.
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Keeping Up With Governor Palin
Governor Palin averaged four significant
accomplishments per week in executive, foreign
policy, budget, and command experience. She:
• Resigned office effective July 26, 2009, to pursue
national politics free of gubernatorial limitations and
frivolous ethics complaints.
• Introduced Michael Reagan, son of President Ronald
Reagan, with a powerful speech delivered in Anchorage,
Alaska. On September 4, 2008, he had referred to
Governor Palin as the resurrection of his father in a
woman's body.
• In June 2009, visited Kosovo as Commander-in-Chief of
Alaska's National Guard and:
!" Inspected and promoted her troops, mourned the
fallen, visited the wounded in hospitals, assessed troop
readiness for future missions and received honors
!" Met with Lithuanian Defense Minister
!" Met with volunteer English teachers and their students
!" Made a surprise visit to sailors and personnel onboard
the aircraft carrier USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74)
during the military joint-training exercise Northern
Edge 2009
• Met with the U.S. Pacific Air Force Commander for a
briefing on USAF Assets in Alaska.
• Continued to pursue activities of her Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act (AGIA) so that Alaskan natural gas can be
brought to market in the Lower 48.
!" TransCanada and ExxonMobil signed a partnership
agreement to build a natural gas pipeline from
Alaska's North Slope to Alberta, Canada.
!" Petroleum News reported that Governor Palin's
ACES tax formula benefits oil companies, the state,
and its residents.
• Met with delegation from Czech Republic, who visited
Alaska
• Requested a federal disaster declaration for Alaska's
flooded interior on May 26, 2009, pursuant to the
preliminary damage assessments she requested on May
21, 2009.
Visited Tanana, Eagle, Ft. Yukon and other flood-damaged
areas.
• Signed the following legislation:
!" Encouraging aerospace development in Alaska
!" Stimulating pro-energy development and missile
defense resolutions
!" Equalizing power cost
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By: Ron Devito

!" Defending Second Amendment rights
!" Requiring information sharing between two agencies
!" Safeguarding student loans
!" Permitting villages to administer Public Safety Officer
program
!" Expanding domestic violence board
!" Requiring booster seats for young children traveling in
motor vehicles
!" Sending a memo of understanding on boating safety to
US Coast Guard
!" Outlawing unwanted telephone solicitations to cellular
phones; repealing day fines, extending an accountancy
board, addressing predatory lending, and protecting
insurance policy holders
!" Six appropriations bills
• Vetoed $28.6 million in stimulus funds with strings
attached.
• Made 123 appointments in 2009, including 116 to
boards, commissions and councils, five judicial
appointments, one legislative and one attorney general.
• In June, visited the lower 48 states and:
!" Was honored at an Independent Group Home Living
(IGHL) gala in St. James, NY, for defending special
needs children
!" Walked for Autism Speaks
!" Celebrated Alaska's 50th year of statehood in Auburn,
NY
• Profiled in Runner's World, where she discussed
extensively how she runs marathons.
• Had 19 out of 20 frivolous
ethics complaints dismissed.
! An ongoing webathon has
thus far raised $131K for the
Alaska Fund Trust http://
www.thealaskafundtrust.com/
to retire $500K in legal bills
incurred fighting ethics
complaints.
• Raised $933K via
SarahPAC http://
sarahpac.com/.
See http://sarahs-accomplishments.blogspot.com for a
master list of Governor Palin’s accomplishments.
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In Defense of Sarah
America’s Fields of Gold
by Mario J. Borgatti

A campaign of false promises, futile policies and nonproductive
programs are incapable of bearing one grain of wheat - mjb

copyright 2009 TSCV

Harvest time in the United States is synonymous with an abundance of blessings. Americans partake
of gifts this fertile land provides, as well as, the fruits of self-government established and preserved
by our predecessors. Courage and determination exhibited by patriots and pioneers paved the way
for future generations, making this country the exemplary social and economic example that exists
today. Envisioning and cultivating America's Fields of Gold, a land abundant in sustenance and
energy resources, they fought and died to ensure us the freedom and opportunity by which all hard
working folks could prosper.
There are those who vehemently despise our American way of life. Some are quite demonstrative in
their hatred toward us, and others rather menacing. Attacks on our forefathers’ legacy and our social
mores are an affront to all we hold dear, not only as Americans, but human beings. Threats to our
economy, our food supply, our families, and our way of life have always been something Americans
could triumph over. Unfortunately, today’s threats come from within. Those offering false hope to
Americans with their message of "Change" never explain what that change would be. Now we know.
There are many appointed Czars - anti-capitalist environmental policy makers, heavy-handed
enforcement agents, anti-life advocates, and tax cheats - permeating our government, it's impossible to
predict the devastating effects on our Nation. One astounding example, based "... on a biological
opinion from the National Marine Fisheries Service, a Federal directive was issued to cut water
delivery to California farmers...” threatens a crop loss of epic proportions. Unfortunately, this is not
the only radical environmental policy threatening to destroy our economy, our way of life, and our
children's future.
Is there any hope for us? Is there anyone with the backbone and ability to pull us out of this
quagmire – a fiasco created by an Obama autocracy from seeds planted in the ‘60s by radical
leftists? I tell you there is. Her name is Sarah Palin! In her Op Ed piece,The "Cap and Tax" Dead
End, she lays out the most brilliant and common sense approach to energy policy espoused by
anyone to date and I mean anyone! It is a must read for anyone searching for a realistic assessment
of our energy needs and available resources.
I carry that editorial with me and read it from time to time, secure in the knowledge that I voted for a
leader with honesty, integrity, and vision. Without doubt, I am convinced she understands hard work,
determination, and perseverance are necessary for our people to reap the bounty America offers
instead of handouts, bailouts, and nationalization of private industry. More important, I know in my
heart Sarah Palin feels what I feel when pledging to our Flag …she remembers our fallen heroes and
those still with us. And, she hugs her children.
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Featured Article

Jobs vs. Cap and Trade
by Bill B.
Barack Obama is killing our economy and our jobs. Look at the facts. The unemployment rate is at
its highest in four decades. In eighteen months, it skyrocketed from 4.9 percent to 9.5 percent.
Obama and many economists expect our jobless rate to exceed 10 percent in 2009. Americans lost
6.1 million jobs in a year's time, almost a 70 percent spike in unemployment. 14.7 million people
are looking for a job, but can’t find one. Over 465,000 jobs were lost in June of 2009 alone.
Congressman Tom Price (R–GA) asked recently what many Americans are asking, “After five
months of the so-called stimulus, Americans are left with just one question. Where are the jobs?”
It’s “a grim jobs report”. This is Donald Marron’s judgment regarding this wretched state of
affairs. Marron, formerly a Senior Economist with the Council of Economic Advisors and the
Congressional Budget Office, referring to the June 2009, Labor Department statistics, says the
plummet in nongovernment employee work hours is at 7 percent over the past year. Lawrence
Kudlow, in his commentary in the Rasmussen Reports, writes that Marron’s account is
“especially troublesome”. Taking these skyrocketing unemployment figures into account, America
can’t afford President Obama’s Cap and Trade bill.
Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), Speaker of the House, said the Waxman Bill is about “Jobs, Jobs, Jobs and
Jobs”. Should the Cap and Trade Bill pass, The Heritage Foundation projects another 1,105,000
jobs will be lost. The facts are that American companies will move overseas to avoid this onerous
tax. Products will become more expensive. Consumers will buy less. Companies will downsize or
go out of business. More jobs will be lost.
President Obama continues making the claim that green jobs will grow. However, a classic study
by Professor Gabriel Calzada of King Juan Carlos University in Madrid, Spain, shows the much
touted “Green Energy” program has wiped out 2.2 jobs for every green job created. Each green job
cost $798,124 to create and jobs were lost as Spanish companies moved out of the country to
avoid regulation and taxes. Obama claims green jobs cannot be outsourced. Many countries
manufacture the components for green wind and solar technology. Only one American company,
General Electric, is in the top ten of these manufactures. The remainder are in Denmark, China,
India, and other countries where taxes, EPA regulations, wages, and production costs are lower.
Those jobs are outsourced.
Where are the JOBS President Obama promised? The stimulus money was supposed to create
jobs and get the economy moving. It has done neither. Why are unemployment numbers
worsening? More than 6 million American jobs have been lost since Obama was nominated for
office and began discussing his radical socialist tax and spend agenda. As taxpayers, how will we
survive this job and economy killing plan? More than a million Americans will lose their jobs. The
results will be devastating for all of us.
How will we ever get back the pre-Obama employment numbers? Where are the Jobs?
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Moral Relativism:
By L. Davis

Featured Article

copyright 2009 TSCV

“He started it!” Albeit simple, this is the crux of the moral relativist argument. The idea is if
someone else stumbles, it is perfectly fine if I stumble. Quoted on The Daily Beast news website,
Meghan McCain says, “We have to stop requiring that our politicians live at such a high level of
moral superiority, as if they are infallible creatures.... Going forward, I suggest that the party
concentrate less on what goes on in the bedroom and more on what is going on in policy.”
Governor Mark Sanford (R-SC) lied to his family. And, we need to ask ourselves some questions.
If such a person is elected to office, should we be surprised if they lie to us? Why would McCain
choose to ignore this aspect of his life?
In “A Coherent Moral Relativism”, David Capps points out a central problem facing relativists.
Through acceptance of both sides of an argument, the relativists must acknowledge there is a shared
set of moral truths. If someone breaks into a house, a case can be made for or against killing the
intruder. In both cases, there is a fundamental understanding that taking another life violates some
truth. If not, why would you disagree in the first place? We could go around and shoot anybody.
While McCain may not like what Sanford did, she chooses to ignore it. It’s either that or reason it
away. For example, it is okay to have an abortion, because I can’t afford a child. The relativist’s
central concern isn’t the action or the judgment; it is what a person believes to be true. However,
relativists believe we never know what truth is and choose not to define it. In Capps’ argument,
truth becomes a set of criteria by which moral judgments must be recognized - most of the time. He
makes his own list, but is it the definitive list? Most people get their list from a religious text, a
good baseline. Those lists have given societies a concrete understanding of morality, of right and
wrong. Relativists seek to blur that understanding.
In moral relativism, subjectivity dominates - uber alles - “above everything else”. This is apparent
in Judge Sonia Sotomayor’s decision in the Ricci v. DeStefano case. She believes her job is to
correct historic, prejudicial wrongs toward particular groups in the United States. Ironically, by
doing so, Judge Sotomayor violates her own code. She appears incapable or refuses to see her own
injustices. For people like her, right and wrong depends on their individual view of the world.
A person who constantly views his- or herself as a victim, will feel justified as long as that person
gets what he or she “deserves”. This relativist mindset has devastating potential on the type of
society we leave behind. We cannot expect perfection. However, each of us needs to have
standards and expectations. If we expect nothing from each other, that is what we will get.
Americans need to ground themselves again. If not, our children will inherit a place where
government and citizens run amok, because “He started it.”
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This is a special report about all the patriotic Team Sarah members that are out there fighting for
the principals and values this country was founded on! Take a look at some Tea Party Rally
pictures and comments from your fellow Team Sarah members. We hope you are inspired by
the way our members are representing Team Sarah and hope you will join in on your local Tea
Party events. Don't forget Sarah is a partier too...a Tea Partier that is!

JudyDee

Caroline

Palm Coast, FL July 4, 2009

Buffalo, NY July 4,, 2009

With 2,000 Fellow American Patriots
Cheering on, the Declaration I made on
Live Radio fired up the crowd in Palm
Coast. It was so gratifying seeing my
Tea Party grow from 50 to 2,000. I felt
honored and not alone as sometimes it
seems. My fellow Patriots are angry and
growing in size everyday.

The 4th of July Tea Party held in Buffalo, NY is
a grass roots movement and was organized by
Russ Thompson http://albanysinsanity.com to
protest the state tax and to hold our local
politicians accountable. Sarah was much on our
minds as the kind of leader we need, not just in
NY, but in the USA.
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Team Sarah Members
in the Real World
By Kristi J. King

Billy (TS-TL)
Virginia Beach, VA April 15, 2009
Two right-wing extremists. This is right
after the Homeland Security report had
come out and I talked to this young lady
and she, like many of us, was protesting
for the first time in her life. The MSM
so misrepresented what is really going
on at the Tea Parties and I think this pic
captures it perfectly. This Mom and her
daughter couldn't be more patriotic and
pro-American.

Denise Spencer
Wasilla, AK July 4, 2009
On July 4, 2009, I finally
got to meet Sally Heath,
Sarah Palin's mom. She is
everything I thought she
would be and she kept
thanking me for my
support of Sarah and her
family. She was so kind
and even talked to my 10
year old son like any
grandma would! Later
that day I participated in
the Wasilla Tea Party
and I would not have
wanted to be anywhere else. The climate that we created by all who attended is indescribable.They
were all there to support limited government in their own ways but at the same time also show
strong support for Gov. Palin and her decision to step down.
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Team Sarah Members
in the Real World
By Kristi J. King

Chris B

Boerne, Texas on July 4, 2009

Kerrville, Texas on July 4, 2009

Chris is standing at the Team Sarah table while
local protesters are lining up to sign the
American Solutions Petition against the
Energy Tax while a friend and neighbor holds
up a sign protesting against the Carbon Tax.

Tea Party Crowd with the Don't Tread on Me
Flag flying high. A local radio talk show host
lead the charge!

Reality 101 holds up a Team Sarah Poster
urging others to join Team Sarah. We had
many participants inquiring of Team Sarah
that day.

Protesting Texas style. Even the horses
in Texas are "Tead Off"!
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Team Sarah Members
in the Real World
By Kristi J. King
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Kayla Palin!
Kokomo, IN July 4, 2009

Kristi in MO
Cape Girardeau, MO July 4, 2009

I passed out some business cards at our local
Tea Party to promote Team Sarah. I decided
to wear my "Palin for President 2012" t-shirt.
I knew that would get some conversation
going, and indeed it did! I answered questions
about Sarah's future, and I expressed to them
that she did the right thing. I was then asked if
I thought she would run in 2012, and my
reply was “yes I do!” Then I gave them a
card and invited them to Team Sarah. It was
good to see young people getting involved in
the tea parties as well.

team sarah real world

SPACE
Let your Voice Be Heard!

This was my first time attending a Tea
Party Rally. To see all of the American
People gathered for the same purpose was
life-altering for me. I truly feel it's time to
stand up and be heard and contact our
elected officials, there's no time to be silent.
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Team Sarah Members
in the Real World
By Kristi J. King

Campstove1
Fayettville, AR July 4, 2009

Whenever this country is in trouble
we always send the women in.
Henry's Mom
Dade City, Florida July 4, 2009

My husband and I were thrilled to attend and found it to be the ideal way to spend the 4th of July.
While there, we met dozens of other Patriots who love their country and want to rescue it from
government tyranny before it's too late. All the speakers were "regular people", not politicians,
and they spoke from their hearts. We got a lot of support (in honks and waves) from passing
motorists. We were deeply moved, and we will never forget it. We look forward to the next Tea
Party on September 12th.
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Let Your Voice Be Heard! Be a Team Sarah

Activist!

Are you disenchanted with our elected officials? Are you ready to join the millions of other

Americans who have realized that our federal government is out of control? That We the People are no
longer being represented by members of congress, that our views and values are no longer driving what
Congress does, that the federal power grab must be stopped?
Team Sarah 9/12 March on Washington D.C.
Come march with us under the Team Sarah Banner!
Many Team Sarah members are joining the 9.12 March on Washington and planning to
meet up with each other. We have created a group you can join to keep up with
updates of activities planned for attending Team Sarah members. Please go to:
Team Sarah 9/12 March on DC and join if you plan on attending the very special
March on Washington D.C.
meet ups for team sarah members planned
Planning to attend the 9/12 March? RSVP here Team Sarah 9/12 March on DC if you plan on
being in D.C. for the March
Meet-up Breakfast: Sat. 9/12 at 8:00 AM at the Ronald Reagan Building. For details go to Team
Sarah 9/12 March on DC BREAKFAST & Meet-Up
Get Together Mixer: Friday 9/11 at 7PM at the Omni Shoreham Hotel at 7pm. For details and RSVP
go to Team Sarah 9/12 March on DC Friday Night Get Together
Need Maps? Go Here

Team Sarah Real World
Can’t make it to Washington D.C. on September 12 but want your voice to be heard?
Members of Team Sarah have created a resource for you with links to where you can
find Tea Parties and rallies in your area. You will also find many printable materials to
take to your rally such as business cards to promote Team Sarah, posters, talking
points, and petitions. Follow these links to Team Sarah Real World
· Let Your Voice Be Heard! blog. Links for finding where rallies are in your area.
· Meet Team Sarah Members at Important Local Events! Check out our calendar links
to events in your area! Show your Team Sarah Pride with these great resources! blog. Printable
materials and many other resources to bring to rallies.

Team Sarah Store
Want everyone at a rally to recognize you as a proud Team Sarah member? The Team Sarah store is
back with t-shirts and other items with our distinctive logo. There’s even a specially designed t-shirt for
the 9.12. rally. Click here for the new Team Sarah store.
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When Sarah Palin was introduced to the nation
on August 29, 2008, she changed people in
ways that they were not aware of, even today.
I became an activist in support of her and
started a Team Sarah page. Through my page,
I began to speak out and to “meet” people
who live in other states, including Alaska.
Coincidentally, friends of mine moved from
Texas to, where else, Alaska. This coincidence
enabled me to visit Alaska this summer with a
place to stay. During my visit to Alaska, I met
some of my Team Sarah friends face to face
including Jill Frost, Billy (TS-TL), Tracey P.
in Wasilla, and Adrienne Ross. Team Sarah
has brought many people together in ways
which no other political networking site could,
all due to our admiration for Sarah Palin.

Matanuska glacier in the Mat-Su Valley, Alaska –
26 miles of ice tucked into the mountains

On July 3, 2009, as I gazed at the Matanuska
glacier, I heard about Governor Palin’s
announcement regarding her stepping down as
governor of Alaska. My first thought was
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“Wow!” Then, as I looked at the mountains,
the trees, and the ice, my thoughts turned to
“this is good.” Now Governor Palin will not
be tied down by frivolous ethics complaints
and will be free to speak out. Those of us who
support her know that the gloves are off and
this is a new beginning.

Sally Heath, Billy (TS-TL) (TS member), Denise
Spencer, Heather Bruce (in white jacket) at
Wasilla July 4th parade

I spent July 4 in Wasilla Alaska. Along with
the Valley Republican Women’s Club, my son
and I participated in the annual parade through
downtown Wasilla. The highlight of my July 4
was getting to meet Chuck and Sally Heath
(Governor Palin’s parents), Heather Bruce
(Govenor Palin’s older sister) and Chuck
Heath Jr. (Governor Palin’s older brother).
Witnessing the joy in their eyes as each spoke
about the governor cemented for me everything
I knew in my heart about Sarah Palin. She does
not do anything without a plan. Her decision
to step aside was made with a heavy heart
continued on next page...
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Sarah Palin may be opening the door to speak
for and affect REAL change. Change that is
good for America.

to avoid costing the state of Alaska untold
sums of money and wasted time.
Another event I attended was the Wasilla Tea
Party. Over 1,000 people from all walks of life
came out to show that they have had enough.
As each speaker talked about limiting our
runaway government and stopping the
socialistic agenda in Washington, the name
Sarah Palin was weaved in and out of
conversation. Each time her name was
mentioned, the crowd gave out a loud cheer,
freely displaying their love and support for
Sarah Palin. People stood together with signs
reading “Taxed Enough Already” and “Don’t
Tax Me Bro.”

Wasilla Alaska Tea Party, July 4, 2009 (Picture
was taken before the actual event got started)

Representatives from the 912 Project and
supporters of the second amendment attended
the rally, as well as some of my Team Sarah
friends. Under President Obama’s leadership,
the federal government has grown
exponentially over the past six months. We
the people are looking for someone who will
stand up and do what our elected officials in
Washington, D.C. have failed to do. By
declaring her own independence on July 3,

Piper Palin after the parade (Piper rode her bike
alongside the Valley Republican Women’s Club)

Now is the time for us to show Gov. Palin that
we support her. Sign up at
http://www.2012draftsarahcommittee.com/,
donate to www.alaskafundtrust.com/, and
remember: A donation to
http://www.sarahpac.com is an investment in
the future. Just as the mythological Phoenix bird
rises from the ashes, so too will Sarah Palin rise
from this chapter and help lead us in a new
revolution against bigger government and for
stronger national security as the voice of average
“Joes,” who don’t have a say in Washington,
D.C. today.
Due to all that Sarah Palin stands for, my Team
Sarah friend Jill and I started a blog where we
write from the heart about Sarah Palin. Please
check out our blog:
http://servantsheartconservative.wordpress.com/
Another great Team Sarah member blog is
http://www.motivationtruth.com/ written by
Adrienne spent the month of July in Alaska
and recorded her experiences in her own blog
posts. Take a look and enjoy the ride! Don’t
forget about the BIG Tea Party in Washington
D.C. on September 12, 2009. I will be there as
both a Team Sarah member and a representative
of the 2012 Draft Sarah Committee.
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Team Sarah Today!
Reasons We Appreciate Sarah Palin

A Behind the Scenes Look at a Team Sarah Project in Action
by Team Sarah Governance

Many have asked, "Where did the idea to
send 1,000 roses to Sarah Palin come
from?" The short answer is that Ralph
simply said, "I think we should send
flowers to Sarah" and Bill Collier's wheels
started turning. Truly, we were looking for
a way to demonstrate our support for
Sarah Palin through a meaningful gesture
and 1,000 roses seemed like a mighty fine
way to make a big statement.
Within the hour of Ralph's suggestion, the
governance team was organized for
various tasks. There were officials in
Alaska to contact concerning the logistics
of the delivery, a florist had to be found
who could produce 1,000 roses in Alaska
within the week (thank you Hoa Brickely
of Arctic Florist!), the project itself had to
be set up on the TS site complete with a
personalized donation link, an
informational blog and a broadcast
message to all 72,000+ members, and, of
course, an "Operation: Delivery" Team of
TS members had to be assembled.
As the first bit of information was posted
on site about the project, members
clamored to the blog and began voicing
their excitement. Little did they know that
a whole host of governance individuals
and key members were energetically
group emailing back and forth, nearly
talking in real time about all of the
positive support coming from the
members. It wasn't long before Team
Sarah member Mario took it upon himself
to create a beautiful graphic for the

project, sending us the html and his good
wishes, Opghost then created a fabulous
video to accompany the project and Gina
wrote a poem, "Sarah's Rose Garden.".
The "Operation Delivery" Team in Alaska
was then contacted and assembled for a
prompt teleconference to hammer out the
final details for the presentation of Sarah's
roses. It was posited that Sarah would
most likely want to have the roses
donated, so we were prepared to take care
of those arrangements, should she decide
to do just that. The members of
"Operation Delivery" included Team
Sarah members Tracey P., Gale
Skaugstad, Adrienne, Jill Frost, Lynn
Gattis, and Gayle Ann Swanson. They
took on the fine details of the operation
and brought the entire project to fruition,
as you can see in Tracey's blog about the
Fairbanks picnic event.
Thus, while a detailed account of the roses
delivery can be found in the above link,
we thought it might be fun to give you a
behind-the-scenes peek at how the project
came together. In all, 3 blogs, 2
broadcasts, over 500 site comments,
nearly 400 emails, a myriad of phone
calls, and 1,000 roses later, Sarah Palin,
newly private citizen, traveled home from
the Fairbanks picnic carrying her
personalized Team Sarah bouquet of red
and black velvet roses, looking ahead to
the future.
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Featured Member

Tootie by PalinDemocrat
“We know what we are doing is the right thing for our country, and it is
humbling and yet a lot of fun to be out there on an open mike, cheering on
the folks who care about their country."
Tootie, who is a system software engineer in her
She is currently
"paid time", says she is proud to have voted for
working with the
Ronald Reagan twice. She was concerned by the
PalinDemocrat
possibility of voter fraud in last year’s election, a
group, a group
candidate who remained unvetted, and the
working to build a
unprecedented assault on Sarah Palin and her
bridge across party
family by most of the media. "The media is
lines to build
supposed to be reporting the truth about each
support for Sarah
candidate, not conducting a worship service for
Palin among Independents and conservative
their chosen one." she said.
Democrats, and attending tea parties. "Attending
the tea parties, I looked around and it was just
Tootie, who says she was never interested in
ordinary folks out there waving their homemade
politics until this election, attended one of Sarah
signs, singing grassroots songs, and sticking up
Palin's rallies in Leesburg, Va. "When I heard her
for Sarah Palin. We know what we are doing is
voice through the loudspeakers from about a
the right thing for our country, and it is humbling
quarter mile away as I approached the parking
and yet a lot of fun to be out there on an open
lot, it was like a clarion call. There had to have
mike, cheering on the folks who care about their
been around 6,000 people there, but there was
country."
little notice in the media. I had to go to McCain's
website to even find her schedule, which always
Tootie feels like she has found her niche, and
seemed a day late and a dollar short for updates."
hopes to be able to encourage and educate people
through her web graphics ability. When asked
Tootie has remained involved and supports
how Team Sarah members can help her attain her
several groups on Team Sarah in her spare time,
dream, Tootie responded "We need to be there for
one of which was The Team Sarah Conservative
one another and help each other attain the best
Voice, lending her considerable talent as a
that we can be. That is Sarah's message to each of
graphic artist to their first two editions. "The
us, and by sharing our talents on Team Sarah, we
TSCV was a great idea of TillerBee's and Chris
can do it - you betcha!"
B's that originated from Project Palin. The
newsletter allows everyone on Team Sarah to
Visit Tootie here: http://www.teamsarah.org/
contribute and learn as they go. I have been
profile/TootieMuldoon. Be sure to friend her and
involved in art and music as an amateur artist my
to pass the word to all of your friends to come on
whole life, but these hobbies have now extended
down and join Team Sarah.
into helping our country. Who would of
thought?"
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Featured Blog

After Listening to
Gov. Palin’s Speech
By: Irene Anderson
On July 3, 2009 we received the news here at Team Sarah that Sarah Palin
was resigning as Governor of Alaska. One of our fellow Team Sarah
members created a blog regarding this news which drew a great response, 37 opinions in all,
complete with debate. Some of us interpreted Sarah’s resignation from office as a disappointment
or were saddened by the news; yet others were inspired by Governor Palin’s decision. Phyllis
took it in stride. She wanted to find the positive and decided she was going to support Sarah in
any endeavor that she decided to pursue no matter what. Here is the blog Phyllis wrote:
Today was a shocking day for Team Sarah and her supporters. None of us really understand the
reason for Governor Palin’s resignation as Governor of the great state of Alaska. If you listened
closely to her speech, as I did, you might have heard her intentions. Perhaps, some of us do
understand. Or should we? Running for political office has always been her decision and today,
she told our country it is not her intention to run for political office and gave her reasons. We all
support her decision. Governor Palin is the definition of a true Conservative Republican and will
always be an asset to our party in whatever role she chooses to pursue.
We must continue our fight against Obama’s left-wing agenda and unite with Governor Palin to
take our country back from the left-wing loons who want to ‘change’ our country toward
Socialism, while growing huge government and raising the national debt that is out of control.
I am disappointed to hear the news today regarding Sarah Palin. However, this was her
decision; and ours too if we choose to support it, and keep up the fight. I know we will. The
GOP has taken some nasty hits lately, but we will survive. With Governor Palin on our side, how
can we not?
None of us know what the future will hold for Sarah. We have all been inspired by her, she is
courageous and has a “true servant’s heart.” I, for one, join Phyllis Wilson in her continued
support for Sarah Palin. Sarah will rally us, she will lift us up, she will give us real hope and real
change. She may campaign for other candidates, she may write books, she will hopefully run for
President of the United States in 2012. Whatever Governor Palin decides, I know and Phyllis
knows, we have not seen the last of Sarah Palin. She will continue to be a force to be reckoned
with.
You can find Phyllis’ blog here: http://www.teamsarah.org/profiles/blogs/after-listening-to-gov-palins
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Featured Group

Connecticut for Sarah
By Jane B. and Heather H.

“A coalition of women and men dedicated to advancing the values that Sarah Palin represents in
the political process. Our mission is to organize a grass roots movement across the great state of
Connecticut that is dedicated to building a conservative majority in our state and elect
conservative leaders at every level of government.”
Last fall, a TS member formed Team Sarah
Connecticut and quickly gathered around 50
members. Unfortunately, the original leader went
AWOL and by January when opghost, Lizzy in
CT, Rita, and hrh were ready to organize to take
back our state for conservatism, the original
leader decided she was overcommitted and left
TS, deleting Team Sarah Connecticut – and all
50+ members!
Thanks to the hard work of the above members,
including opghost’s creating the new group page
from scratch, a feverish scramble over one
weekend to find lost members, and Team Sarah's
help in listing the group prominently on the
Group page, the group was able to literally
“regroup” and has never looked back!

The CFS state group is a private group; TS
members must submit a request to join and be
approved by one of the group administrators.
Much of the planning and work done by the
members is best kept private; we all know about
how much havoc Internet trolls can cause. The
100+ members of the group are all trusted people
– Republicans, Democrats, and Independents –
many of whom have never been politically active
before, but who love our country and are actively
involved now!

The first order of business was defining who they
were and defining their mission. Connecticut for
Sarah (CFS) is:
“A coalition of women and men dedicated to
advancing the values that Sarah Palin represents
in the political process. Our mission is to
organize a grass roots movement across the great
state of Connecticut that is dedicated to building
a conservative majority in our state and elect
conservative leaders at every level of
government.”

CARTOON BY RITA /WELEGALA
Continued next page...
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Continued from previous page

Connecticut for Sarah

Featured Group:
By Jane B. and Heather R.

Meeting each other face to face has been a major
plus for this group. While much can be done via
the internet, knowing who you are working with
makes a huge difference in interpersonal
relationships. The meetings are well organized
with an agenda, designated speakers, and a
members-only invitation list. These face to face
meetings have resulted in deep and lasting
friendships between group members.
In April, CFS organized several Community
Outreach Action Teams (COATs) with one or two
leaders for each team. For example, among the
many teams are Media Relations, Tea Parties/
Rallies/Protests, Petitions, Health Care Reform
Watchdog, and Dump Dodd 2010. With each
team having a specific focus and agenda, more
actions can be accomplished and progress
recorded.

Some successful ventures of CFS are:
1. Volunteering in Special Olympics
games in June
2. Participating in Tea Parties
across the state
3. Campaigning for conservative
candidates
4. Rallying around the Dump Dodd
2012 campaign

Do You Live In Connecticut? Please Join Connecticut for Sarah Today!
Are you ready to go to work for Sarah Palin and her conservative values?
Palins Garden discussion “FIND A TEAM SARAH GROUP IN YOUR AREA” has a list of all the
state, county, and regional groups here on Team Sarah. If you want to know how to start or reinvigorate
a state group here on Team Sarah, join Project Palin at http://www.teamsarah.org/group/projectpalin and
meet other Team Sarah organizers.

Member Mutterings
“I enjoy irritating liberals by presenting the truth
and exposing their hypocrisy.”
muttered by: GAbuckeye
visit GA’s page here
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By Chris B.

The theme "Fall's Harvest: Reaping What We Sow" for this issue of Team Sarah Conservative Voice
is a perfect fit for discussing Russell Kirk's fourth principle, the “Principle of Prudence.”
According to Kirk's studies of conservative
writers, conservative minds generally agree that
public policies and decisions must be viewed by
their long-term consequences to society and not
by their immediate effect. That all consequences
should be weighed and the benefits should
outweigh the costs to society over the long term.
This forethought regarding consequences is the
Principle of Prudence as described in The
Conservative Mind and The Politics of
Prudence, both written by Russell Kirk.
The Fourth Principle: Principle of Prudence
Public policies and decisions must be viewed
by their long-term consequences to society
and not by their immediate effect.
I believe Sarah Palin followed the “Principle of
Prudence” when she made her decision in early
July to resign her position as Governor of
Alaska. This decision surely has consequences
for her life, many of which remain to be seen.
However, she stated that her decision was rooted
in her desire to do what she felt was right for the
future of Alaskans as well as for her family -even though the decision may not have been a
politically expedient and advantageous decision
for her.
The speed at which President Obama and the
liberal Congress is pushing through his agenda
for health care, cap and trade, stimulus spending
bills, and other major legislation is staggering.
Some legislation is being rushed into law
without even being read by our congressmen

and women prior to voting! The liberal members
of Congress seek no examination and no debate
of the long-term consequences or benefits of
spending trillions of dollars and putting our
country into unfathomable debt. These
congressional liberals are acting in direct
opposition to the “Principle of Prudence”.
Moreover, Congress has turned a deaf ear to the
millions of Americans questioning and
protesting these absurd spending policies.
Members of Team Sarah share in the belief of
Kirk’s conservative principles. We use them as
our beacon of truth to guide the grassroots
movements we have started. To us, Sarah Palin
is the embodiment of these principles. In her
July Op-Ed piece in the Washington Examiner,
Marjorie Dannenfelser, co-founder of Team
Sarah, states that our members have created
"more than just a fan club, Team Sarah members
are committed activists who want to make a
difference for their families and nation...” Team
Sarah members will keep asking questions,
writing letters, making phone calls, signing
petitions, protesting in town squares, and
demanding answers regarding the long-term
consequences of all this mind-boggling
legislation being rushed through Congress.
Sarah Palin did what she thought was right for
Alaska. Does Congress have her courage to do
what is right for America?
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Upper Room
S ow in g an d Re ap in g:
Th e Kin gd om of Chr is t
By: Erwin B.
“Don’t be misled: No one makes a fool of God. or saw almost every bad thing you could possibly
What a person plants, he will harvest. The person imagine. However, our ministry in this rough part
who plants selfishness, ignoring the needs of of town achieved the results even with all the
others - ignoring God! - harvests a crop of weeds. difficulties we endured while working there. This
All he’ll have to show for his life is weeds! But mobile home park became a living, documental
the one who plants in response to God, letting proof that multifamily housing ministries make
God’s Spirit do the growth work in him, harvests a good business for residential managers. Allowing
crop of real life, eternal
ministries entry into these
“As a gardener must use areas makes them safer
life.” Galatians 6:7-8
the proper tools, we will places to live and work.
The weeds of sin are
Housing ministries receive
need
our
Bibles
and
choking out righteousness
approval from property
in the garden of our society,
owners to enter their
prayers to do the job.”
but we can change that. It is
housing communities. The
time for us to go to work
ministers are able to present
now, clean out the weeds and replace them with solid proof of what their ministries have
righteousness. Through the years, I have watched accomplished in other communities.
society change, unfortunately, not always for the
good. In the mid-sixties, only the most wretched This housing community ministry can be
of society dared to use knives or guns in fights. accomplished nationwide. As my pastor pointed
Sadly, in many of our schools, students must walk out, if we honor God by ministering His way, God
through metal detectors before entering their will honor us. Let us take our society back for
schools, once considered a relatively safe haven. Christ.
We can take back society for Christ if we do it His
way. To do this, we will require the wisdom,
strength, and forbearance of the Holy Spirit to
accomplish the task He has given us. As a
gardener must use the proper tools, we will need
our Bibles and prayers to do the job. I assure you
it can be done. For several years, I ministered in a
mobile home park. During that time, I heard about

“So let’s not allow ourselves to get fatigued doing
good. At the right time we will harvest a good
crop if we don’t give up, or quit. Right now,
therefore, every time we get the chance, let us
work for the benefit of all, starting with the people
closest to us in the community of faith.” Galatians
6: 9-10
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Polar Ponderings
A Positive Direction, Alaskan Style

When I was asked to give an Alaskan perspective for the
Team Sarah newsletter, I was first excited but then pensive.
What do I have to contribute? Yes, I live in Wasilla and yes,
I have met Gov. Palin and know her parents. But what do I
truly have to offer?

By: Tracey
Mendenhall Porreca

On July 3, 2009 in her resignation speech, Gov. Palin herself gave me the answer. I felt the
governor articulated very well how the current climate and constant attacks made it impossible
for her to serve as an elected representative. And so, she chose to serve in another way: As a
private citizen. In that speech she showed that every single one of us has the opportunity to
move forward in a positive direction. Now, as for her future, only God knows for sure. I believe
everyone has a purpose and hers is to be a voice of the people, whether it’s an elected office or
not. I know I will support her values and principles because they are mine as well.
The topic for this issue made me think about gardening and politics in Alaska. I have a small
garden in Wasilla. This area was originally colonized by farmers and, even as I write this, some
of my friends are out working their fields. Growing in Alaska can be tough and different. We
have snow on the ground about 6 months out of the year and our
growing season is very short. Many Alaskans have greenhouses
and construct raised beds where they plant their seedlings in
mounds so that the earth can be “warmed” by the sun, but even
then there are some things that just don’t grow well here.
So, you say, what does all this have to do with politics? Gov. Palin
wanted to affect change, just like I wanted to grow a garden. When
the conditions presented to her were not the optimal conditions for
growth and effectiveness, she chose to change her approach. This
does not mean she no longer wants to be effective in politics. It just
means that if we change our approach, we can reap wonderful benefits.
Gov. Palin was wise to choose another approach. As a private citizen, she will be able to openly
support those individuals and causes that will be good for our country. She can write, tour,
campaign, and be free of all the complaints that have cost our state so much. We are all
presented with challenges in our lives every day, Gov. Palin included. One of the unique things
about Alaskans is their toughness and self-reliance. Gov. Palin’s Alaskan values are hard-wired
into her soul and speak volumes to those of us who are not happy with the status quo. She is a
shining example of how all of us can move forward. Just watch and see: There are wonderful
things to come from Gov. Sarah Palin, you can bet on it.
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Obama Watch
The Honeymoon is Over
By: Jim Woods
The pace of change since last November has been dramatic.
President Obama continues his trips overseas to apologize for what he thinks America has been
and is today and to restart former President Jimmy Carter’s policy of making the world a safer,
better place for America’s enemies. Meanwhile America’s enemies are on the march around the
world in a predictable response to this Neville Chamberlain/Jimmy Carter-like policy of
appeasement. America’s friends are no longer confident that we stand behind them; instead they
look back over their shoulder to see if there is a knife in Obama’s hand.
On the home front, the “honeymoon” is over. The American people have started to evaluate the
Obama administration based upon results, not upon
President Obama’s skill with a teleprompter or the
constant hero-worship served up by the Mainstream
Media. The bailout didn’t work. The bloated budget didn’t
work. Workers aren’t working and investors aren’t
investing. The only thing that is growing is the
government along with its growing intrusion into every
aspect of our lives.
As Americans become increasingly aware of Obama’s
agenda and its impact, the conservative grassroots are
ballooning faster than did the Reagan majority in the late
1970’s. Americans are speaking out. A key part Obama’s
agenda, the Cap and Trade bill, was passed by a razor thin
vote in the House of Representatives, mainly due to the
avalanche of emails, faxes, phone calls and office visits of
conservatives. Forty-four democrats crossed over party
lines to vote against this bill. Congressmen, who ignored
their constituents and supported this bill, have been
targeted for defeat in 2010. The Senate has postponed voting on this bill until fall.
The recent efforts of we conservatives have slowed the Obama administration down. But we
haven’t stopped it yet. We need to continue to grow our grassroots effort and to speak out. It’s
working.
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Oregonians for Sarah

Team Sarah Events

FIFTY STRONG
State News and Events
By Gina C.
Connecticut For Sarah
Connecticut for
Sarah has been
very busy this
summer attending
Tea Parties, Healthcare Reform
Town Halls, and Dump Dodd
rallies. We are lucky enough to
have a member (Chris) who
attends most of these events
and records them. You can see
some of the videos on his
YouTube page at http://
www.youtube.com/user/
PALINSMITH. We are also
organizing a road trip for the
9/12 March on Washington
rally in D.C.
Also, Daria Novak, one of our
members, is running against
Joe Courtney in CT's 2nd
Congressional District. You
can visit her official page at
http://novakforcongress.com/
and join her social network at
http://
dariaforcongress.ning.com/.
We urge you to support Daria
in any way that you can, even
if you are not from CT. We all
know that we need good
representatives in every state
to make a difference!

Oregonians for Sarah
(http://
www.teamsarah.org/
group/oregoniansforsarah) report
that many of their members are
joining forces with AFP
(Americans for Prosperity) in
order to make a difference in their
state.

Team Sarah 9/12
Taxpayer March
We are planning a meet-up
breakfast on Sat. 9/12 at 8:00 AM
at the Ronald Reagan Building.
Watch for the details in the events
section and please RSVP on the
events page for the Tea Party and
March on Capital Hill. Find out
more:http://www.teamsarah.org/
profiles/blogs/team-sarah-912march-on-dc

Conservatives 2010
Candidate group
Although this is not exactly State
News per se, it is indirectly
related to State News. We want to
alert you to a new group that
formed. The Conservatives 2010
candidate group was recently
created to support candidates from
all states. It has state group
discussions so we can all put
candidates' info in there and all
support each other's reps to vote
in next year. Please visit the group
at: http://www.teamsarah.org/
group/
conservative2010candidates.

September 5
Cincinnati TEA Party [rally]
Organized by The Cincinnati
Tea Party
September 7
NW PA LABOR DAY TEA
PARTY [rally]
Organized By: Alfred Kiser
September 12
Team Sarah 9/12 March on
DC [rally]
Organized by FreedomWorks
Team Sarah 9/12 March on
DC BREAKFAST & Meet-Up
Organized by Debi in VA (TSTL)
Oklahoma City Tea Party
[rally]
Organized by okcteaparty
Castle Rock CO Tea Party
[rally]
Organized by Paul Donahue
Denver-Constitution Day Tea
Party and Candlelight Vigil for
Freedom [rally]
Organized by Jenny Hatch
September 26
"Green Tea Party" America's
Path To Environmental Truth
[rally]
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Visit the

FIFTY STRONG
State News and Events
By Gina C.
Team Sarah Ohio
The conservative whirlwind
continues in Ohio. Our
website provides links to all
conservative groups (http://
mcfan.org/links.aspx) and
events (http://mcfan.org/
announcements.aspx) in
Ohio. When we started those
pages, there were no other
conservative groups in the
surrounding counties. Now
there are active groups in
every county around us. We
help new startup groups
every week somewhere in the
state.
The biggest scrap this past
month involved Cap and
Trade. We estimate that our
Action Alert relayed through
all our affiliates mobilized
10,000 plus emailers, callers,
faxers, and visitors who
swamped Congress before
the vote. The result was that
44 Democrats broke ranks to
vote against the bill,
including two from Ohio.
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Store Today!
Our summer schedule in
Ohio was jammed. We
supported several 4th of July
Tea Parties and attended
many demonstrations at the
local offices of Ohio
Congressmen opposing
nationalized health care. In
late July, we hosted a
regional meeting of all 40
conservative county and
statewide organizations
based in Northeast Ohio,
with the agenda to improve
communications and
coordination of the
conservative coalition. On
August 1 we attended a
statewide demonstration in
support of State Sovereignty
at the state capital. We also
manned a booth at the
Medina County fair.
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Make sure you are Dressed for

Success!
Get Your Team Sarah Wear
today!
Go Here! Shop Now!
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About Us
The newsletter concept originated in the Project
Palin group. Project Palin is "a team of dedicated
Team Sarah members, Team Sarah state group
leaders, and special interest group leaders
working together to reignite the conservative
movement in our communities." We recognized the importance of
Team Sarah to our efforts and the need to spread the word about
Team Sarah beyond just people on the internet. Moreover, we
realized that an engaged Team Sarah membership was essential to
our efforts. Thus, we came up with the concept of the newsletter.

September - October 2009
The Team Sarah
Conservative Voice is a
newsletter published from:
http://
www.teamsarah.org/.
Team Sarah is a website created by:
Susan B. Anthony List
1800 N. Kent Street, Suite 1070
Arlington, VA 22209

Let us Hear From You!

Phone: (703) 875-3370

The editors of TSCV want to hear from you!
Please send your letters to teamsaraheditors@gmail.com or leave
your comment in the Team Sarah Newsletter Group. Please keep
your submission to 200 words or less. Submissions will be
chosen by the executive members of the TSCV. Your letters and
comments will be corrected for grammatical and spelling errors.
The editors will make every effort not change the writer's opinion
or intent. The editors may need to contact you regarding your
submission and may request a private email address for
communication with you. All contact information will be kept
private by TSCV editing staff. We hope to hear from you!

Email: teamsarahhq@gmail.com

!

Fax: (703) 875-3375

All opinions expressed are solely
those of the author and do not in
anyway reflect those of the Editors,
Team Sarah, or the Susan B. Anthony
List. All material contained in this
newsletter is subject to the Team
Sarah privacy policy and may not be
copied without express permission.
copyright 2009

Gina C., Lead Editor
September - October issue

State News Happenings
We want to know what is happening in
your Team Sarah State group!
Spread the good news about what you are doing in your
state group. We would like to hear about your rallies,
meetings, elections, community happenings or anything
else you think is interesting. To get your news in the TSCV,
contact our Roving Reporter, Denise Spencer or send it to
the editors at teamsaraheditors@gmail.com and they will pass
it on to Denise for you.
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